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What would you wear to war? How would you dress for a winter mission in the open
cockpit of a Russian bomber plane? At a fashion show in Occupied Paris? Singing in
Harlem, or on fire watch in Tokyo..? Women's Lives and Clothes in WW2 is a unique,
illustrated insight into the experiences of women worldwide during World War Two and
its aftermath. The history of ten tumultuous years is reflected in clothes, fashion,
accessories and uniforms. As housewives, fighters, fashion designers or spies, women
dressed the part when they took up their wartime roles. Attractive to a general reader
as well as interesting to a specialist, Women's Lives and Clothes in WW2 focuses on
the experiences of British women, then expands to encompass every continent affected
by war. Woven through all cultures and countries are common threads of service,
survival, resistance and emotion. Historian Lucy Adlington draws on interviews with
wartime women, as well as her own archives and costume collection. Well-known
names and famous exploits are featured...and many never-before-told stories of quiet
heroism. You'll indulge in luxury fashion, bridal ensembles and enticing lingerie, as well
as thrifty make-do-and-mend. You'll learn which essential garments to wear when
enduring a bomb raid...and how a few scraps of clothing will keep you feeling human in
a concentration camp. Women's Lives and Clothes in WW2 is richly illustrated
throughout, with many previously unpublished photographs, 1940s costumes and
fabulous fashion images. History has never been better dressed.
The history of clothing begins with the origin of man, and fashionable dress can be
traced as far back as 25,000 years ago. Recent scientific explorations have uncovered
graves in northern Russia with skeletons covered in beads made of mammoth ivory that
once adorned clothing made of animal skin. The Ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and
Romans each made major contributions to fashion's legacy from their textile
innovations, unique clothing designs and their early use of accessories, cosmetics, and
jewelry. During the Middle Ages, 'fashion trends' emerged as trade and commerce
thrived allowing the merchant class to afford to emulate the fashions worn by royals.
However, it is widely believed that fashion didn't became an industry until the industrial
and commercial revolution during the latter part of the 18th century. Since then, the
industry has grown exponentially. Today, fashion is one of the biggest businesses in
the world, with hundreds of billions of dollars in turnover and employing tens of millions
of workers. It is both a profession, an industry, and in the eyes of many, an art. The
Historical Dictionary of the Fashion Industry examines the origins and history of this
billion-dollar industry. This is done through a list of acronyms and abbreviations, a
chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced
entries on designers, models, couture houses, significant articles of apparel and fabrics,
trade unions, and the international trade organizations.
The generous reception given to Understanding Fashion History when it was first
published in 2004 recognised it as a timely reappraisal of the role of fashion and its
place in society. The book introduces the reader to the ways fashionable dress has
been defined and studied since the late 17th century, considering the theories that
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surround the subject, the assembling and use of collections of fashion and textiles, the
significance of dress and art, the tension between uniformity of appearance and
disguise, and the purpose of theatrical costume. This book has been read and
recommended by academics, collectors, curators, students and general readers who
want context for the contemporary obsession with fashion. Constantly in demand, it has
become a classic text in its field.
Illustrations portray people from every class of society, from farmers to courtiers.
A memoir by the internationally famous fashion designer and style icon Mention the
name "Betsey Johnson" and almost every woman from the age of 15 to 75 can
rapturously recall a favorite dress or outfit; whether worn for a prom, a wedding, or just
to stand out from the crowd in a colorful way. They may also know her as a renegade
single mom who palled around with Edie Sedgwick, Twiggy, and The Velvet
Underground, or even as a celebrity contestant on Dancing with the Stars. Betsey is
also famous for her iconic pink stores (she had 65 shops across the US) and for her
habit of doing cartwheels and splits down the runway at the close of her fashion shows.
Throughout her decades-long career, she's taken pride in producing fun but rulebreaking clothing at an accessible price point. What they might not know is that she
built an empire from scratch, and brought stretch clothing to the masses in the 80s and
90s. Betsey will take the reader behind the tutu and delve deeply into what it took to go
from a white picket fence childhood in Connecticut to becoming an internationally
known force in a tough, competitive business. The book will feature Betsey's candid
memories of the fashion and downtown scene in the 60s and how she started her own
business from the ground up after designing successfully for multiple other companies.
She will discuss that business's ups and downs and reinventions (including
bankruptcy), and her thoughts on body image, love, divorce, men, motherhood, and her
bout with breast cancer. Betsey will be richly illustrated with many of her landmark
clothes, fashion sketches, and personal photos--making the book the perfect memento
and gift for every girl (of any age) for whom Betsey is, as a recent New York Times
profile noted, "a role model still."
Remarkably thorough illustrated overview based on rare period photographs, periodicals, other
contemporary sources. Description and information about hundreds of fashions: morning
dresses, riding outfits, carriage costumes, evening dresses, bridal gowns, more. Also millinery,
footwear, underclothing, other apparel. 891 black-and-white line illustrations. 226 halftones.
Bibliography. 3 glossaries.
New Women's Dress for Success shows which clothes can have power in today's work place,
a business world where casual clothes are becoming the new uniform, and women in
management positions have no clear ideas of what to wear.
For many Westerners, the veil is the ultimate sign of women’s oppression. But Elizabeth
Bucar’s take on Muslim women’s clothing is a far cry from this attitude. She invites readers to
join her in three Muslim-majority nations as she surveys pious fashion from head to toe and
shows how Muslim women approach the question “What to wear?” with style.
Featuring detailed analyses of clothing culture in 17th-century provincial Sussex, this original
study draws on previously unexploited sources to create an intimate and nuanced portrait of
people and their clothes. An introductory chapter uses 17th-century literature to identify and
explore contemporary ideas about clothing, the individual and society, as well as the
relationship between London and the provinces and the causes and consequences of
conspicuous clothing consumption. Subsequent chapters look at the production, distribution
and acquisition of clothing in Sussex and the participation of consumers in these processes;
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the role of London as a centre of fashionable clothing consumption and the experience of
wealthier consumers in shopping there; the clothing worn by individual men, women and older
children of the 'middle' and 'better' sort and the extent to which they participated in
contemporary, London-driven, fashion culture. A final chapter examines the clothing worn by
the poor, including vagrants, parish paupers and the 'labouring' poor. With over 40 images
Clothing in 17th-Century Provincial England offers a new window onto early modern
experiences of clothing.
Presents a description of all aspects of dress in British colonial America, including the social
and historical background of British America, and covering men's, women's, and children's
garments.

This work focuses on the efforts toward reforming women's dress that took place
in Europe and America in the latter half of the 18th century and the first decade of
the 20th century, and the types of garments adopted by women to overcome the
challenges posed by fashionable dress. It considers the many advocates for
reform and examines their motives, their arguments for change, and how they
promoted improvements in women's fashion. Though there was no single
overarching dress reform movement, it reveals similarities among the arguments
posed by diverse groups of reformers, including especially the equation of reform
with an ideal image of improved health. Drawing on a variety of primary and
secondary sources in the USA and Europe - including the popular press, advice
books for women, allopathic and alternative medical literature, and books on
aesthetics, art, health, and physical education - the text makes a significant
contribution to costume studies, social history, and women's studies.
Making Working Women's Costume gives a unique account of the clothes of
ordinary women from the mid-fifteenth century to the early twentieth century. As
well as introducing the historical periods, it gives patterns for a range of typical
garments that women of the poorer classes would have worn. Organized by
century, it draws on historical sources and finds, paintings and photographs to
recreate the clothes of these under-celebrated women. It includes useful
information about equipment for present-day use, calculting curves, taking
measurements and sewing techniques not in current use, and patterns for late
medieval clothes, such as smocks and gowns, are developed from ancient Tshaped garments and can be marked out on the fabric with given measurements.
Garments for the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, including bodices,
waistcoats and skirts, are drawn on grids. Proportionate cutting is used for the
clothes of the later nineteenth and twentieth centuries, such as nurse's uniforms
and cotton frocks, with options to add a range of features. Written for costume
students, teachers and re-enactors, this book will be an invaluable source for
everyone seeking to recreate and wear the clothes of these under-celebrated
women. Illustrated with 43 colour illustrations and 81 patterns.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The book that sparked a revolution and
inspired the hit Netflix series Tidying Up with Marie Kondo: the original guide to
decluttering your home once and for all. ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL
BOOKS OF THE DECADE—CNN Despite constant efforts to declutter your home,
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do papers still accumulate like snowdrifts and clothes pile up like a tangled mess
of noodles? Japanese cleaning consultant Marie Kondo takes tidying to a whole
new level, promising that if you properly simplify and organize your home once,
you’ll never have to do it again. Most methods advocate a room-by-room or littleby-little approach, which doom you to pick away at your piles of stuff forever. The
KonMari Method, with its revolutionary category-by-category system, leads to
lasting results. In fact, none of Kondo’s clients have lapsed (and she still has a
three-month waiting list). With detailed guidance for determining which items in
your house “spark joy” (and which don’t), this international bestseller will help
you clear your clutter and enjoy the unique magic of a tidy home—and the calm,
motivated mindset it can inspire.
Remarkably thorough descriptions, information about hundreds of fashions:
morning dresses, riding outfits, bridal gowns, more. Also millinery, footwear, etc.
Based on contemporary sources. Indispensable for costume and fashion
students. Bibliography.
A comprehensive study of dress in Northern Europe from the early fourteenth
century to the beginning of the Renaissance, Illuminating Fashion is the first
thorough study of the history of fashion in this period based solely on firmly dated
or datable works of art. It draws on illuminated manuscripts, early printed books,
tapestries, paintings, and sculpture from museums and libraries around the
world. "Symbolism and metaphors are buried in the art of fashion,” says Roger
Wieck, the editor of Illuminating Fashion. Examining the role of social customs
and politics in influencing dress, at a time of rapid change in fashion, this fully
illustrated volume demonstrates the richness of such symbolism in medieval art
and how artists used clothing and costume to help viewers interpret an image. At
the heart of the work is A Pictorial History of Fashion, 1325 to 1515, an album of
over 300 illustrations with commentary. This is followed by a comprehensive
glossary of medieval English and French clothing terms and an extensive list of
dated and datable works of art. Not only can this fully illustrated volume be used
as guide to a fuller understanding of the works of art, it can also help date an
undated work; reveal the shape and structure of actual garments; and open up a
picture’s iconographic and social content. It is invaluable for costume designers,
students and scholars of the history of dress and history of art, as well as those
who need to date works of art.
"An in-depth study of Ivy style will be articulated this book, which will include essays by Patricia
Mears, Dr. Peter McNeil, Dr. Christopher Breward, and Dr. Masafumi Monden. Dr. McNeil will
analyze the style of the Duke of Windsor, arguably the most stylish man of the twentieth
century, and the great impact his look had on Americans, especially as a young man in the
1920s. Dr. Breward will present a cross-cultural look at Ivy style as worn in the prestigious
English universities of Oxford and Cambridge; he will also show how the look these young men
cultivated would eventually be absorbed and re-interpreted in Hollywood films. Mr. Monden will
write about the Ivy style craze that took hold in Japan from the mid-century to the present and
its manifestation over the decades. Also included will be short excerpts by G. Bruce Boyer, a
leading menswear writer and historian, and an interview with Richard Press by Christian
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Chensvold, founder of the Ivy Style blog. Mr. Boyer's 1985 publication, Elegance, contained
chapters on madras, Harris Tweed, the camelhair polo coat, and other elements of Ivy style.
The importance of this period publication is that it not only documents these fabrics and
clothing items, but also captures the atmosphere of a time when Ivy style experienced a great
resurgence in popularity. Mr. Chensvold is the founder and main contributor to the leading blog
documenting menswear, particularly Ivy style. The main essay of the publication (by Patricia
Mears) will present a historical overviewof the Ivy look in the twentieth century. Not only will the
issues of the style's enduring popularity and its role as a cutting edge influence be discussed,
so too will the cultural and aspirational aspects of its creation"-The story of the eventful and controversial life of Margery Kempe - wife, mother,
businesswoman, pilgrim and visionary - is the earliest surviving autobiography in English. Here
Kempe (c.1373-c.1440) recounts in vivid, unembarrassed detail the madness that followed the
birth of the first of her fourteen children, the failure of her brewery business, her dramatic call to
the spiritual life, her visions and uncontrollable tears, the struggle to convert her husband to a
vow of chastity and her pilgrimages to Europe and the Holy Land. Margery Kempe could not
read or write, and dictated her remarkable story late in life. It remains an extraordinary record
of human faith and a portrait of a medieval woman of unforgettable character and courage.
English Women's Clothing in the Nineteenth CenturyA Comprehensive Guide with 1,117
IllustrationsCourier Corporation
Bring a Parisian je ne sais quoi to your style, wherever you live. Dress Like a Parisian is a wise
and witty guide to finding your personal style, taking inspiration from how real Parisian women
dress. With personal stylist and fashion blogger Aloïs Guinut as your guide, you can explore
which colors, shapes and styles work best for you, whatever the occasion. Aloïs reveals
Parisian style secrets, rejects restrictive fashion rules and shares her favorite shops and
brands, demonstrating how you can use fashion to enhance your personality rather than
shaping your personality to fashion. In the words of the patron saint of Parisian women, Yves
St. Laurent, 'fashions fade, style is eternal.' This book is illustrated with photography shot on
the streets of Paris plus illustrations by acclaimed fashion illustrator, Judith van den Hoek, who
has worked with Elle, Hermes, Vogue, Prada and Grazia.
For so long, there has been little in the way of fashion advice and education for full-figured
women. Additionally, fun, sexy, trends were not made for women of size, relegating us to
clothing that was much frumpier than fashionable. This book is designed to put plus-size
women back in front of the crowd with colorful tunics, sexy wrap dresses, sophisticated denim,
bright accessories, the hottest footwear and a revamped outlook on why being a plus-sized
woman means you have the ability to be stylish, bold and fabulous. Take the tips in this book
and apply them to your wardrobe.

No one interested in the history of dress, from art historians to stage designers,
from museum curators to teachers of fashion and costume, can function
effectively without Janet Arnold's Patterns of Fashion series, published by
Macmillan since 1964. Since her untimely death in 1998, admirers of her work
have been waiting, with increasing impatience, for the promised volume devoted
to the linen clothes of the Elizabethan and early Stuart periods, a companion to
her previous volume on tailored clothes of the same era. Planned and partly
prepared by Janet herself, and completed by Jenny Tiramani, Janet's last pupil,
no other book exists that is dedicated to the linen clothes that covered the body
from the skin outwards. It contains full colour portraits and photographs of details
of garments in the explanatory section as well as patterns for 86 items of linen
clothing which range from men's shirts and women's smocks, from superb ruffs
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and collars to boot hose and children's stomachers. Beautifully produced, it is an
invaluable guide to both the history and the recreation of these wonderful
garments.
During the late 18th and early 19th centuries, there was a tubercular 'moment' in
which perceptions of the consumptive disease became inextricably tied to
contemporary concepts of beauty, playing out in the clothing fashions of the day.
With the ravages of the illness widely regarded as conferring beauty on the
sufferer, it became commonplace to regard tuberculosis as a positive affliction,
one to be emulated in both beauty practices and dress. While medical writers of
the time believed that the fashionable way of life of many women actually
rendered them susceptible to the disease, Carolyn A. Day investigates the
deliberate and widespread flouting of admonitions against these fashion practices
in the pursuit of beauty. Through an exploration of contemporary social trends
and medical advice revealed in medical writing, literature and personal papers,
Consumptive Chic uncovers the intimate relationship between fashionable
women's clothing, and medical understandings of the illness. Illustrated with over
40 full color fashion plates, caricatures, medical images, and photographs of
original garments, this is a compelling story of the intimate relationship between
the body, beauty, and disease - and the rise of 'tubercular chic'.
The definitive story of the Dennis Nilsen case featured in Netflix's Memories of a
Murder: The Nilsen Tapes, and the book behind ITV's Des, starring David
Tennant ***WINNER OF THE GOLD DAGGER AWARD FOR CRIME NONFICTION and THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER***
__________________ Dennis Nilsen, who died in May 2018, admitted to killing
at least 15 people before his arrest in 1983. This ground-breaking criminal study
of his killings was written with Nilsen's full cooperation, resulting in a fascinating and horrifying - portrait of the man who worshipped death. In February 1983,
residents of Muswell Hill had been plagued by blocked drains. When a plumber
was called to investigate, he discovered a large blockage of biological material.
To his horror, it appeared to be formed of human flesh and bones. The next day,
local resident Dennis Nilsen was arrested. 'Are we talking about one body or
two?' a detective asked. Nilsen replied 'Fifteen or sixteen, since 1978. I'll tell you
everything.' Within days he had confessed to fifteen gruesome murders over a
period of four years. His victims, mostly young gay men at a time when society
cared little for them, had been overlooked. Killing for Company is a unique study
of a murderer's mind, essential reading for true crime aficionados.
__________________ 'You really have to read this extraordinary book to get a
full flavour of the weirdness of Nilsen and his crimes' SUNDAY TIMES 'A seminal
look into the criminal mind' DAILY MAIL 'Brian Masters has given us a full, wellordered, dispassionate account of Nilsen's life and crimes' THE TIMES 'Without
any doubt one of the most remarkable, complete and most humanely informative
accounts of a murderer's mind ever achieved... the book is far superior to any
previous English book of its kind and deserves to serve as a model for all future
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attempts in this genre' NEW SOCIETY 'The book is a perceptive and at times
coldly brutal assessment of Nilsen's psychology' MIRROR 'A comprehensive and
compelling account' FINANCIAL TIMES 'Probably the best thing of its kind since
In Cold Blood . . . a classic study in criminal mentality' YORKSHIRE POST 'Killing
For Company must stand as one of the most remarkable and accurate accounts
ever written of the singular relationship between a mass murderer and a society .
. . a bloody masterpiece.' BERYL BAINBRIDGE 'A truly awesome tale, brilliantly
told' LITERARY REVIEW 'A meticulous study of the dark intricacies of the human
mind' THE BOOKBAG 'Brian Masters can rest assured that the job he undertook
with such obvious doubts was one worth doing' SPECTATOR 'Masters has
written an extraordinary book, and his achievement has been the ability to
recount horrific details without descending to the lurid sensationalism of the
instant books and Fleet Street reports' POLICE 'A compelling and remarkable
book ... through Masters' fine writing the reader suspends his nausea for the
crimes, and concentrates with Nilsen on his motives and himself' THE LISTENER
Laura Levine examines the ways in which Shakespeare, Marlowe and Jonson
addressed a generation's anxieties about gender and the stage and identifies the
way the same 'magical thinking' informed documents we much more readily
associate with extreme forms of cultural paranoia.
In the theater of war, how important is costume? And in peacetime, what purpose
does military spectacle serve? This book takes us behind the scenes of the
British military at the height of its brilliance to show us how dress and discipline
helped to mold the military man and attempted to seduce the hearts and minds of
a nation while serving to intimidate civil rioters in peacetime. Often ridiculed for
their constrictive splendor, British army uniforms of the early nineteenth century
nonetheless played a powerful role in the troops' performance on campaign, in
battle, and as dramatic entertainment in peacetime. Plumbing a wide variety of
military sources, most tellingly the memoirs and letters of soldiers and civilians,
Scott Hughes Myerly reveals how these ornate sartorial creations, combining
symbols of solidarity and inspiration, vivid color, and physical restraint, enhanced
the managerial effects of rigid discipline, drill, and torturous punishments, but
also helped foster regimental esprit de corps. Encouraging recruitment, enforcing
discipline within the military, and boosting morale were essential but not the only
functions of martial dress. Myerly also explores the role of the resplendent
uniform and its associated gaudy trappings and customs during civil peace and
disorder--whether employed as public relations through spectacular free
entertainment, or imitated by rioters and rebels opposing the status quo. Dress,
drills, parades, inspections, pomp, and order: as this richly illustrated book
conducts us through the details of the creation, design, functions, and meaning of
these aspects of the martial image, it exposes the underpinnings of a
mentality--and vision--that extends far beyond the military subculture into the
civic and social order that we call modernity.
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